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Dating relationships are common, nor-
mative, and developmentally-appropriate 
for adolescents. The majority of neuro-
typical and neurodiverse teenagers and 
young adults become interested in es-
tablishing intimate relationships. Though 
intimacy isn’t always sexual, and can take 
many forms (physical, emotional, intel-
lectual, recreational, etc.), at some point 
during adolescence most people will ex-
perience a desire to be close to one or 
more peers romantically.

Flirting, getting to know someone, and 
becoming sexual can be an unparalleled 
thrill and pleasure. It’s also true that having 

and having to live with unrequited interest 
or set boundaries with someone who is not 
respecting our own lack of interest, are of-
ten features of dating. 

Emotionally, physically and/or sexually 
abusive dating relationships are a serious 

and worrisome problem for neurotypical 
and neurodiverse teenagers alike. Autis-
tic youth are far from alone in needing 
education and information about healthy 
dating. In fact, the inspiration for this cur-
riculum was the fact that there are sever-
al curricula for neurotypical/general pop-
ulations of youth delivered in schools. 
Our team wondered: might autistic youth 
benefit from a curriculum that was de-
signed with them in mind?

This curriculum was authored via a col-
laborative process with multiple rounds of 
feedback from autistic youth, autistic adults, 
parents of autistic youth, and professionals 
and advocates who work with the families 
of autistic youth. It is intended to be used 
with teenagers ages 15-19 years old with a 
diagnosis of ASD, who are verbal and would 
like to date in the near future.

This curriculum does not teach youth 

INTRODUCTION

© 2019
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to educate youth about what counts as healthy 
(vs. unhealthy) behavior in a dating relationship, 
help youth get to know themselves as prospec-
tive dating partners and identify what they are 
looking for in a relationship, think about what 
they can do to minimize conflict and forms of 
abuse in dating relationships (either as the one 
experiencing it, or the one perpetrating those 
behaviors), and where they can go for help if 
they realize that they are in a relationship that 
may become unhealthy.

The curriculum is meant to be facilitated online 
via software such as Zoom. It is intended to be 
facilitated by two adults with prior experience fa-
cilitating classes for youth on healthy dating or to 
develop social skills for autistic teenagers.

Ideally, there should be 8-10 youth in the 
class. This curriculum assumes six 60-minute 
class sessions.

Because leading group discussions on Zoom 
using both the chat feature and speaking aloud 
simultaneously may be difficult for facilitators 
unaccustomed to Zoom, facilitators may find it 
useful to practice with Zoom in advance. Stu-
dents should also be encouraged to explore 
Zoom in advance of the first class. In our expe-
rience, the use of the Zoom software was not a 
challenge for any youth. 

Autistic youth and their parents who pro-
vided feedback on this curriculum suggested 
that facilitators should take care to use gen-
der-inclusive language and to acknowledge 
that many autistic people identify as non-bina-
ry gender. We have written this curriculum to 
be used with people of all genders, and while 
teaching specific lessons about gender identity 
falls outside its scope, the expectation is that 
facilitators will be conscious of and address 

wherever possible the added challenges of 
dating and maintaining healthy relationships in 
a world that caters to cis-gender people.

As facilitators use this manual, we hope that 
they will take notes on what works well, what 
works less well, and what suggestions they 
have for improvement in the future. We con-
sider this manual a living document at this time 
and will be updating it as we accrue experience.

A few other guidelines:

(1) What if a student reveals that they are, or
that they have a friend who is, a victim of dat-
ing abuse or another type of abuse?

It’s important at the outset to let the partici-
pants and their parents know what you will do 
if you learn that someone is a victim or perpe-
trator of dating abuse, child abuse, or an adult 
with a disability experiencing abuse. Before 
teaching this curriculum, check your institu-
tional policy and state laws. If a student reveals 
something about experiencing or perpetrating 
abuse during a class session, do not attempt 
to address it in front of other youth. Invite the 
student to talk privately with you after class. 
Establish protocols for safety and response 
based on institutional policies and state laws 
before you start using this curriculum.

(2) What if parents are uncomfortable with the
topic and don’t want their children involved?

It’s understandable that some parents are 
not ready to think about their adolescent chil-
dren as individuals with a sexuality and poten-
tial for a romantic/dating life. Allow parents to 
review the curriculum and to decide what is 
right for their family. 
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TIME: 60 minutes

MATERIALS:

(1) Word cards for healthy, unhealthy, and abusive card sort
[mail ahead of time]

(2) A word document with each student’s name, in alphabetical order,
to share on one facilitator’s screen.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

By the end of this session, youth participants will be able to…

(1) Feel familiar with other people in the class

(2) Understand ground rules for class

(3) Understand the rationale for having the class and their goals for themselves
from participating in it

(4) Have an introduction to the idea of healthy vs. unhealthy relationships

ACTIVITY 1: The Opening of Class (15 minutes)

■ Begin the class by introducing yourselves as facilitators. Facilitators should say a
bit about who they are professionally, but include a bit of personal information
as well to become personable. For example: I grew up in Boston, I have a dog
named Lola, I like studying psychology. Facilitators should also explain why they
decided to spend their time facilitating this class. Example: I like working with
autistic teenagers and this is an interesting new topic for me.

■ Check in and make sure technology is working OK for everyone. Facilitators should 
decide in advance which one of them will be the technology troubleshooter if
that is needed. Ideally, facilitators should have a list of each participant’s cell
phone number at the ready in case the facilitator needs to make a private
phone call to one individual to troubleshoot technology with them.

■ Inform the class that nothing is being recorded using the Zoom software.
Explain that facilitators may “mute all” participants in case of background
noise and that students should remember to unmute when they want to
join the conversation.

SESSION 1:

 A Starting Point for Healthy Relationships

© 2019
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■ Facilitators should remind students that this class is private: no parents or siblings should
be in the same room.

■ Facilitators should acknowledge that using Zoom is tricky because it’s easy to get distracted.
Request the participants’ mindful presence during class time. (That said, if people are
distracted, be easy-going and roll with it!)

■ Ask the class to go around and introduce themselves. Use the whiteboard or sharing feature
to make the list of names and these 4 prompts visible: (1) Name you would like us to call you;
(2) Your age; (3) Anything important about your identity you want us to know (note that this
replaces asking for pronouns); (4) State where you live; (5) What time it is for you right now

facilitator should model the introduction before students start it. Facilitators should call on
each student in alphabetical order so the order of who introduces themselves next is clear
both from the written list and the auditory cue. Facilitators may need to remind students to
unmute themselves to speak.

■ Facilitators should explain that the purpose of class is to have discussions and play some
games related to dating and learning how to have healthy, instead of unhealthy, dating

youth on the autism spectrum, but we thought it would be fun and a good idea to have a
class where all the students have the shared experience of having autism.

■ Facilitators should explain that the next activity is to generate some ground rules for the
class together. Ask if anyone has been in a group or class previously where they were asked
to come up with their own rules. If they have, ask if they can remember one or two rules
from that group or class. If nobody has had that experience, announce that you are about
to ask them to think of something that would make a good rule for the class to help people

them into the chat box or saying them aloud. One facilitator should write the rules down on
Zoom while they are coming in and share her screen in order to do this.

(1) Respect what each other have to say

(2) Do not “yuck someone else’s yum”

(3) Share air time [is there a polite way to signal ‘air time is ending’?]

(4) What’s said in class stays in class (within reason)

EXAMPLE RULES:

© 2019
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ACTIVITY 2: Introduction to Healthy Relationships (20 minutes)

A facilitator should explain that most romantic 
and dating relationships—the vast majority—are 

One way to think about this is that relationships 

-
tor should relay that it is good to think about your 
relationships and decide how healthy they are 

their screen and show a word document with 

-

to add one word to any of the three columns, con-

After the class has been through one round, the 

you think is the best, and most healthy for a rela-

you look through your stack of cards and pick out 

Note that if students raise the legitimate point 
that some behaviors can be unhealthy in certain 

little jealous once or twice is OK, but strongly jeal-

write that out as a note below the columns to in-

some items can be both healthy and unhealthy 

NOTE: There is no correct answer to the question 
what is the most abusive, and it is possible to de-
bate the correct categorization of every word. Facil-
itators should steer the class towards discussion and 
contemplation of the idea that some behaviors are 
healthy vs. unhealthy vs. abusive, and not get stuck 
on the task of “correctly” placing each word in only 
one category. Facilitators can explain that sometimes 
context can change how these behaviors come across 
to another person.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
Is it possible for relationships to be more than one type?  

Are there some behaviors that you want to add to one of these lists that is not represented 
by one of your cards?

It is important to think about what type of relationship you are in, if it’s a friendship, dating 
relationship, co-workers or others. What is the long-term advantage of knowing if your 
relationship is healthy or not?

How can you decide whether your relationship is abusive, unhealthy, or healthy?  If you can’t 

HEALTHY UNHEALTHY ABUSIVE
One person cares about the feelings 
of the other person

Sometimes the person insults you or 
puts you down in a mean way Hitting

 Respectful Pretends it’s a joke when they 
are mean to you Yelling to intimidate 

 Polite Likes to “mess with your head” 
(i.e., confuse you, trick you)

Pushing sexual things the other 
person doesn’t want to do

 Courteous Isn’t honest about who 
they are online

Making the person afraid for his or 
her life

You feel relaxed with them sometimes
Tells you that if you really liked them 
you would do something particular  
for them

Stealing or ruining your possessions

You feel like you can be yourself, 
at least sometimes Stalking

You can gently state when you are 
feeling upset, and they care about 
what you say

Threatening to tell people something 
about you unless you do what  
they want

Sharing things you texted or emailed 
without your permission

Makes you happy Tells you to give them money 
in a threatening way

Inspires you to try new things Saying insulting things about 
autistic people

Empowers you

Makes you feel creative

Doesn’t get upset if you don’t 
text back right away

Is honest about who they 
are online

After you have generated the list of qualities that fall under each of the three categories, lead a 
discussion using the questions below. Note that there is no sole correct answer to any question. The 
purpose is to generate discussion and contemplation.

1

2

3

4
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This activity can be cut if the energy in the class 

-

ACTIVITY 3: An example story  (OPTIONAL, 20 minutes)

Jill’s story
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
What were some of the things that made you type “G”?

What were some of the things that made you type “NG”?

If you were Jill, would you want to break up with Ken? Why or why not? What would you say?  
Would you go to anyone for advice about the break up?*

Why do you think Ken felt jealous and acted possessive?*

*This question worked particularly well with our pilot group.

Main takeaway: Sometimes it can be hard to tell whether a relationship is healthy or unhealthy,
but it is worth it to always be asking yourself (or a safe adult) which one it is. 

Closing Check Out (5 minutes)

Ask the students if they are comfortable sharing one thing they liked about class.  If so, ask them to 
mention something that they found interesting or fun.

Homework:

Read the graphic novel on dating violence. Inform students that as they read they should circle any 
parts that they particularly like or do not like, or if they do not want to deface the graphic novel by 
writing in it they can keep notes on a separate piece of paper. The point is that the facilitators will be 
asking them to discuss their thoughts about the graphic novel next week, so they should be ready 
with a few thoughts.

1

2

3

4
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CARD SORT ACTIVITY CLASS 1

Respectful Polite

Courteous You feel 
relaxed

You feel like 
you can be

yourself

You can tell them 
when you are 

upset and they 
don’t mind

Resolves 

peacefully
Makes 

you happy
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CARD SORT ACTIVITY CLASS 1

Sometimes the 
person insults you 
or puts you down

Not possible to 
express your 
emotions and 

feel safe

Pretends it’s a 
joke when they 
are mean to you

Likes to “mess 
with your head” 

(confuse you, 
trick you)

Pretends to 
be someone 
else online

sympathy when 
you are sick or 

hurt or sad

Tells you that if 
you really loved 
them you would 

do something 
that they want

Pushing sexual 
things you don’t 

want to do
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Makes you 
afraid for 
your life

Makes you afraid 
they will hurt 

themselves on 
purpose

Jealous all 
the time

Has a short 
fuse or quick 

temper

Steals or 
ruins your 

possessions

Goes through 
your phone

Yells to 
intimidate Hits

CARD SORT ACTIVITY CLASS 1 CONTINUED
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Tells people 
your secretsStalks you

Threatens to 
start rumors 

about you

Sharing things 
you texted 

without your 
permission

Tells you to 
give them 

money

Says insulting 
things about 

autistic people

CARD SORT ACTIVITY CLASS 1 CONTINUED
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Seeing relationship health in media
TIME: 50-60 minutes

MATERIALS:

(1) Grading relationships sheets [mailed ahead of time]

(2) Graphic novel [mailed ahead of time]

(3) List of students’ names shared on computer screen so they
know the order of check-in.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

By the end of this session, youth participants will be able to…

(1) Identify controlling and healthy behaviors in media depictions of breakups

(2) Feel even more comfortable participating in the class / feel rapport

ACTIVITY 1: Check-In (5 minutes)
Ask students to re-introduce themselves by name and something light, such as 
favorite video game or movie. One facilitator should share her screen so that 
students can see the list of names and know who is going to be called upon next.

ACTIVITY 2: Discussion of graphic novel (20 minutes)
Before beginning the discussion of the graphic novel, facilitators should pass some 
statistics to the group. Before sharing these, it is important to emphasize that most 
dating relationships are healthy and fun. It’s a worst-case scenario that dating 
relationships become abusive. We should not be scared of dating, we should simply 
be aware of the possibility it can become abusive. The facts of interest are:

■ 10% of high school-attending boys in the U.S. say that they have experienced
physical or sexual violence by a dating partner in the past year (YRBS, 2018)
[This can be asked in the form of a question: What percent of high school-
attending boys in the U.S. say that… , and students can use the chat box to type
in responses].

■ 20% of high school-attending girls in the U.S. say that they have experienced
physical or sexual violence by a dating partner in the past year (YRBS, 2018)

SESSION 2

© 2019
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■ We aren’t sure what percentage of non-binary teens has experienced physical and sexual
dating violence in the past year, but that research is underway now.

■ About 50% of teenagers age 18 years old experience psychological abuse, which is like
name-calling or swearing, by a dating partner over the course of their entire lifetimes.

What we learn from these statistics is that it is rare to be hit or sexually assaulted
by a dating partner.  

The vast majority of dating relationships are safe and healthy.

We also learn that psychological aggression, name-calling and swearing and yelling, is too
common. It doesn’t occur in most dating relationships, but it does happen too often.

While people are not in danger from verbal abuse in the same way that they are from
physical or sexual violence, or stalking, verbal abuse can make people feel so bad about
themselves they develop depression or anxiety.

Again, the main point is that most dating relationships are safe.

Facilitators should next ask students what they thought of the graphic novel.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS: 
Ask only those that make sense in the moment, OK to skip questions that feel repetitive or if students 
are losing energy.

What did you like about the graphic novel?

What did you think could be improved about this graphic novel?

Can you imagine this happening to someone in your school or to someone 
your age that you know?

than what [victim character] is doing”?  What were those times?

Was there any point during reading this that you thought: “I understand why [perpetrator 
character] is acting that way” – not that you agreed with it, but you could understand why 
a person would act so controlling?  What things did [perpetrator character] do that you 
thought you could understand?

What questions do you have after reading this?

1

2

3

4

5

6

© 2019
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Have 2-3 video clips (1-2 minutes, ideally) cued 
and ready to go.  There are 2 example clips below, 

Preface each clip with a brief introduction about 
the movie or show it is from, who the characters 
are, whether there will be anything potentially trig-
gering (e.g., yelling or a swear word). Ask students 
to watch the breakup, or conversation between 

how healthy it is. They will give it a grade from A+ 
to F.  They might see some things thing that are 
unhealthy (like yelling) and also some things that 
are healthy (like someone saying “Ok” to the idea 
of a breakup even though it makes them sad). 
They can comment on both of those. 

Ask students to type a grade (A, B+, C, D- etc.), or 
“good” and “not good” in the chatbox when they 
see things happening on screen that they think 
are healthy vs. unhealthy.

Here is one clip from the 2010 movie The 
Social Network. A caution that the filmmakers 
tried to make Mark Zuckerberg seem like he is 
autistic and that the actual Mark Zuckerberg 
may not have that diagnosis. If the character 
does seem autistic, it could be problematic be-
cause he engages in unhealthy behavior. It is 
also possible that the character doesn’t seem 
autistic to students, but seems like “an average 
nerdy computer science guy” (as one student 
put it.) This might be worth discussing ahead of 
time. Students should also be warned there is 
one swear word at the end of the scene. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlSkPA60ujQ

Here is a breakup from the TV show Liv 
and Maddie: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Um2c31gnqC8

A scene from the TV show parenthood, featur-
ing an autistic boy considering asking someone 
out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=um-
WhT1olsQM

[Note: We have been told that the Twilight movie se-
ries may have other good clips of abusive/controlling 
moments, but thus far we have not been able to iden-
tify any clips that we felt were appropriate for analy-
sis as a class].

ACTIVITY 3: Analyzing the health of relationships in video clips 
(20 minutes) 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1  Did you think Mark treated Erica badly or well?  What did he do that was not OK and what 
did he do that was OK?  

2  Do you think Erica could have acted in a more healthy way or did she do a perfect/A+ job of 
expressing her anger and upset?

3  What else did you notice about this clip?

4  What did you think of the Maddie and Diggie breakup? How did it start out, healthy or 
unhealthy? [Answer: started talking calmly, expressing reasons]

5  At what point did the break up turn a bit unhealthy? What did they do that you think could 
have been better? [Answers: yelling, threats]

6
hits something with a basketball and cries, gets comforted by Mom]. Would you handle a 

7  Do you normally ask yourself if relationships are healthy or not when watching TV, movies 
or reading books? Why or why not?  

Next ask students to pull out the handout about grading TV and movie relationships. Explain how to 
use the handout and that it will be for homework

Closing Check Out (5 minutes)

Ask the students if they feel comfortable commenting on how the class is going for them so far. 
Facilitators should ask the students to send them email to let them know if something happened that 
they particularly liked or did not like during the class.

Homework# 2 (5 minutes to explain it)

sharing grading answers until the end. Also OK to do with a friend or sibling. Facilitators should email 
a reminder to class about homework mid-week.
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YES MAYBE / 
SORT OF NO

They rushed into the relationship 1 2 3

They fell in love by magic 1 2 3

1 2 3

The main reason they are together is looks or sexual attraction 1 2 3

They interrupt each other when talking 1 2 3

They listen to each other’s concerns [RC] 3 2 1

They play tricks, gags or jokes on each other 1 2 3

They use deception (lies) for any reason other than a surprise party 1 2 3

They express their anger in safe, healthy ways [RC] 3 2 1

They are supportive [RC] 3 2 1

They give sincere compliments [RC] 3 2 1

1 2 3

They put down the other person’s family or friends 1 2 3

They yell 1 2 3

They threaten, blackmail, pressure or force 1 2 3

1 2 3

They are using the other person to get popular or for some other reason 1 2 3

They spy on each other 1 2 3

They don’t trust each other 1 2 3

They are relaxed together [RC] 3 2 1

They demand time and attention 1 2 3

1 2 3

They cheat on the other person (sexually or emotionally) 1 2 3

They make the other person feel brave, happy, or calm [RC] 3 2 1

TV SHOW/MOVIE/BOOK:

RC= reverse coded

22-30 points:  Not healthy
31-54 points:  Mostly unhealthy
55-66 points:  Healthy

Total score:  _____________

© 2019
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What makes a relationship healthy?
TIME: 60 minutes

MATERIALS:

(1) Controlling/Respecting rating statements, blank worksheet
[email or mail ahead of time]

(2) Completed TV/movie rating sheets [remind students to bring these]

(3) Photo of “ball and chain” wedding ready to be shared on screen

(4) List of names of students ready to be shared on screen for check-in

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

By the end of this session, youth participants will be able to…

(1) Discuss what might feel controlling to a partner

(2) Apologize to someone

(3) Recognize that guilt can be a useful feeling, with caveats

ACTIVITY 1: Check in and Reviewing homework from last 
week (15 minutes)

Going one by one, ask each person to share what TV show or movie they graded, 
what they saw, and how the activity went for them. If students forgot or had trouble 
with the sheet, ask them if they can think of a movie, TV show, book or song that 
they might like to analyze if they had a chance. As each person responds, facilitators 
ask these questions:

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1  Did you end up thinking that the relationship between the characters was 
healthy or unhealthy?  Why did you think that?

2  What kinds of things did you notice about the relationship that seemed 
strange to you?

3  What questions do you now have about relationships?

An example of a question that might not work so well is: “Did you notice things 
about the relationship you might not have otherwise noticed?” (because youth 
might say that they cannot accurately predict what they would have noticed or 

SESSION 3
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ACTIVITY 2: Being controlling Discussion and Activity (20 minutes)
Facilitator tip: One problem that some ASD youth face is that they can be taken advantage of. For 
example, people might tell them: “we can only be friends if you do such-and-such a thing for me.” They 
might also be treated badly by friends/potential dating partners who disappear on them or cheat on 
them, and we do not want the youth to learn to be accepting of being treated dishonestly or hurtfully. 
It may be tricky to teach them that there is a positive value to respecting other people’s right to be 
free, but that if someone is acting with disregard for your feelings it might also be a sign that it is not 
a healthy relationship for you.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1  How can you tell if you are being controlling in a relationship?  (That is, making someone 
feel controlled?)  What signs can you look for from them? [It’s OK to think about friendships 
or dating relationships to answer this question]

2
person; stop periodically to ask oneself if they are being respectful)

3
trusting (i.e., having “nice guy syndrome”), such that you can be taken advantage of? 
How can we tell when one is happening versus the other?

Activity:  Evaluate each statement below. Is it respectful (R) or controlling (C)?

(Answer key)

Don’t go without me C

I hope that you have fun, call me after if you want to R

If you really loved me, you would want to come over to my house C

I don’t understand why you said you are busy but you are doing something with someone 
else. C

If you are busy today, let’s hang out tomorrow. Exactly what time are you free tomorrow? 
Do you agree to hang out tomorrow, yes or no? C

Why didn’t you text me back? C

I love you so much I just want to be with you every minute C

Take your time R
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APOLOGY FORMULA
“I am sorry that I ____________________________.  If someone did that to me, I would feel 
______________________.  I am going to try not to do that again.  Next time, I will _______________ instead.”

Explain that the elements of this apology formula that work are that people like to hear you be 
accountable for what you did, and it often feels better to them to hear you name what you did 
aloud.  So saying “I’m sorry I hurt you” isn’t quite as satisfying to them as when you say “I’m sorry 
that I lied to you.”  Next, showing that you can empathize by saying that you would feel an emotion 
you think that they might feeling can make them feel understood. So you can say “If someone did 
that to me, I would feel betrayed and sad” to show them you can imagine how they feel. Focusing 
on the future, and next time, but saying “Next time, I will ____ instead” helps other people focus on 
the positive with you.

Facilitators can role play with each other, as an example, how to apologize.  Facilitators can ask 
students to use the copy of the formula that they have to write out an apology to someone they 
feel they need to apologize to for something in the past week or month. 

Facilitators explain that we all do things that we 
shouldn’t have done sometimes. 
Ask: “How do you know when it’s time to 
apologize to someone?” [Answers: sometimes it’s 
because you feel guilty, sometimes it’s because 

Ask: If you have ever felt guilty before, what does 
guilt feel like to you? 
Answers may include: stomach hurts, something 
weighing on your chest
Ask 
feeling hurt by you?
Answers may include: If they aren’t talking to you
Ask: Why is it hard for some people to apologize 
to other people?
Answers may include: Being stubborn, not 
wanting to admit that they are wrong, afraid of 
consequences, afraid of how the other person 
might react.

Ask: What makes an apology sound fake 
and not real?  

making eye contact.

little thing, that’s not good. If you feel like you are 
the only one who apologizes in the relationship, 
that’s not good. And, it’s always good to apologize 

done something wrong.
To transition to next part, explain: It’s useful to 
know how to apologize when you are feeling 
badly, without going overboard (and getting into 
denigrating yourself and feeling miserable), and 
making sure you have been accountable. Every 

every situation. 
Here is a useful phrase to use to apologize well.

ACTIVITY 3: Apology formula (15 minutes)

Ask: What do you think of this formula?

Closing check out (5 minutes)
Ask students if they would like to make any closing comments or ask any questions.
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Controlling/Respectful statements

Don’t go without me

I hope that you have fun, call me after if you want to

If you really loved me, you would want to come over to my house

I don’t understand why you said you are too busy to see me but you are doing 
something with someone else tomorrow.

If you are busy today, let’s hang out tomorrow.  Exactly what time are you free 
tomorrow?  Do you agree to hang out tomorrow, yes or no?

Why didn’t you text me back?

I love you so much I just want to be with you every minute

Take your time

Make up your own statement and other people decide if it was a C or a R.

*Note: Context and tone matter, so some of these statements could be controlling or respectful depending
on context. That’s OK. The purpose is to generate discussion and thought.
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APOLOGY FORMULA

“I am sorry that I ____________________________.  If someone did that to me, I would feel ______________________.  

I am going to try not to do that again.  Next time, I will _______________ instead.”
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Identifying qualities of healthy dating relationships

TIME: 60 minutes 

MATERIALS:

(1) Names on screen for check in

(2) Ideal partner qualities card sort cards [mailed ahead of time]

(3) LBR Apps & Safety or “It’s OK to have boundaries” handout [mailed]

(4) Planning a date multiple choice questions [mailed ahead of time]

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

By the end of this session, youth participants will be able to…

(1) Identify qualities about an ideal partner for a healthy relationship

(2) Discuss how to make a date and have a healthy date

(3)

ACTIVITY 1: Check in (5 minutes)
Each student checks in with their name and, optionally, can relay something going 

ACTIVITY 2: My ideal dating partner: a values card sort 
(20 minutes)

Each student should have a stack of the cards cut out (mailed or emailed ahead 

in a dating partner (to me), (b) Not important qualities to me, and (c) Don’t know 

SESSION 4

© 2019
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1 How would summarize the theme that you see in the cards you put in the 
“important qualities” pile?

2 How would you summarize the theme that you see in the cards that you put in the 
“not important” pile?

3

4

ACTIVITY 3: Planning a date (20 minutes)

(Q1) 

see them in person? 

EXAMPLES:

Bonus question: 

(Q2) 

POSSIBILITIES: 

(Q3) 

© 2019
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EXAMPLES: (a) Ask the other person over text if it counts as a date or not; (Note: This might
not be advisable, as it puts pressure on them to decide and they may not know. On the other 
hand, sometimes clarity is useful to some people. It might depend); (b) text them: “it’s a date!” so 
they know you think it is a date; or (c) send a lot of heart emojis

(Q4) If you are on a date, how can you tell if it’s OK to hold hands or kiss the other person?

EXAMPLE: (a) Ask the other person: “I’d like to kiss you, is that OK?”, (Note: Some college
campuses will require that you ask for consent before any contact. Facilitators should stress that); 
(b) Notice if they stand very close to you, lean their head on you, or touch you non-accidentally

your hand or ask you if you want to kiss or hug.

(Q5) If you are on a date, and the other person says that they just want to be friends, what
should you do next?  

EXAMPLES:
you even though it is disappointing, embarrassing, or hurt your feelings (Note: In this case, ask if 
they would take time to process their disappointment later); (c) Pretend you were not interested 
in dating them and that you only want to be friends, too? 

(Q6) 
friendly with (not best friends) asks you out, and you want to say no?  

[Bonus question: Do you need to worry about hurting the other person’s feelings?]

POSSIBILITIES: (a)  Just say “no thank you”; (b) Tell them “I don’t really like you, sorry.”; (c)  Tell
them “I’m not into dating people.”; (d)  Something else [tell us what]

Closing Check Out (10 minutes)

Ask students to check out with one new question that they have about dating that hasn’t been 
answered in this class so far.  (Facilitators write down questions and answer them next time).
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Totally honest
at all times

Can be trusted 
with secrets

Goofy, 
funny, silly

Beautiful, 
handsome 

or physically 
attractive

Loud, talks a lot, 
bubbly, outgoing

Enjoys spending 
time in groups or 

with family

Smart, thinks a
lot, likes to learn 

new things

Shy, quiet

CARD SORT ACTIVITY CLASS 4
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CARD SORT ACTIVITY CLASS 4

Has strong
opinions

Doesn’t mind
when the other 

person isn’t
perfect

Likes sports Artistic or
creative

Appears
perfect

Appears
imperfect

Jealous Sometimes
seems sad
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CARD SORT ACTIVITY CLASS 4

Wants to have
sex or sexual 

contact
Gives great 

compliments

Heterosexual
Gay, lesbian, 

bisexual, asexual, 
or pansexual

Has extra
cash to spend
on fun things

Gets into arguing 
for fun, debating,
or playful teasing

Loves music

Hates crowds
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Independent
Likes to cuddle, 

hug, snuggle
or touch

Does not want
to kiss, hug,

touch or have 
sexual contact

Yells during 
arguments

CARD SORT ACTIVITY CLASS 4

© 2019
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Communication and safety
TIME: 60 minutes

MATERIALS:  

None

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

By the end of this session, youth participants will be able to…

(1) Talk about how to approach someone that you are interested in dating

(2) Choose a way to talk to someone neurotypical that you are dating about ASD

(3) Identify possible safety risks of meeting people online

ACTIVITY 1: Check In (5 minutes)
Ask students to say their name and any news about themselves that they would 
like to share, if they would like to

ACTIVITY 2: Fun facts about dating (10 minutes)  
One facilitator answers questions that the group generated at the end of the last 
class. Some fast facts are provided below as examples:

■
not to be mean, gives backhanded compliments, making eye contact longer than
usual or frequently, touching their hair, does not wrinkle nose when smiling)

■

■

■

them, and follow up later by texting a bit more)

■

■

SESSION 5

© 2019
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■ Where does the word dating come from? (This word was invented in the U.S. in 1896
and has to do with the fact that women kept calendars and would use them to keep
track of various appointments to go out with someone, using a specific “date.” Source:
Book by Moira Wegel, pg. 12)

ACTIVITY 3: Letting someone neurotypical that you are dating know 
that you have ASD (20 minutes)

Facilitators should explain that sometimes people with ASD go to a school where everyone 
has autism so everybody already knows that’s the case. In other situations, in college, or 
elsewhere, other people may not already know that you have ASD. They might not even 
know when you start dating. In those situations, how can people reveal that they have ASD? 

Are there benefits to sharing a diagnosis with someone?

(Q1) 
Imagine that you met someone and became friends. They don’t know you are autistic. What 
would be the pros and cons of telling them that you are? Now imagine that the person is a dating 

open with someone can enhance closeness; being open can help them know exactly what you 
need and be OK with it; some people are judgmental or rude about it though]

(Q2) Pretend you have decided to tell a friend or dating partner that you have ASD. When in the
relationship do you tell them—right away or later on? Why?

(Q3) Pretend you have decided to tell a friend that you are autistic. What words do you use
to explain it?

(Optional Q4) Pretend you are teaching a class to kids who are younger than you (about
12-14 years old) who have an ASD diagnosis, and they look up to you. They want to know what 
they should say to someone that they meet who is neurotypical about their autism. What words 
would you advise them to use?

DISCUSSION POINTS:

Sometimes putting a name to your needs (i.e, ASD) helps a partner get oriented to it. 
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ACTIVITY 4: Dating online: Safety considerations (15 minutes)

Facilitators explain that they are going to present different scenarios. They will then ask 
people to identify the possible safety concern. Note that many youth have already had 
online safety lectures at school or may have already internalized basic internet safety rules. 
If the first three scenarios seem “too easy” to discuss, try moving to Scenario 4 or 5.

(Scenario 1): You are playing a video game online and someone starts chatting with you.
Their avatar makes them look like a teenager of a gender to which you are attracted. They 
send you a request to be added to your friends list. What are the possible problems? Has 
anyone in the group ever made a friend online and how did it turn out?

(Scenario 2): You have been friends with someone online for six months even though
you have never met in person. They tell you a really sad story which you believe is true. 
Their mom is sick, their cat just died, and they are really depressed. They want you to send 
them money for a bus ticket so that they can visit you. What are the possible problems? 
What can you do to protect yourself from this problem?

(Scenario 3): You have been texting with someone that you met online for a year. They
have become a really good friend to you. They understand you like nobody else you know. 
Sometimes you have sexual thoughts about this person, even though you have never seen 
their photo. You can imagine what they look like. They ask you to send a nude selfie. You 
kind of want to do it, because you want to see what they look like, too. What are the possible 
problems? Are there better solutions for getting to know them better?

(Scenario 4): Your best friend, who has ASD, is feeling frustrated that they haven’t met
anyone that they want to date in a while. They want to start dating. They’ve tried meeting 
people at school and at camp but haven’t met anyone. They are thinking of dating online. 
They know that there are some hook-up apps like Tinder that they are going to avoid. They 
are planning to use a website like Match.com or OKCupid that tries to match people based 
on their responses to questions. What are the pros and cons of trying online dating?  What 
should they be thinking about to prepare?  

(Scenario 5): You’ve been dating someone for one month and you really like them. In
the beginning of the relationship they texted a lot. Now they don’t text very often and 
sometimes seem standoff-ish. That is, they don’t seem excited to hear from you. It’s making 
you feel lonely and a bit sad. Should you say something to them? If so, should you text it or 
say it on the phone or in person?  What should you say? 

Closing Check Out (5 minutes)

Ask the group if anyone has any questions about dating for next week
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Getting help from other people & giving help to friends
TIME: 60 minutes

MATERIALS: [emailed or mailed ahead of time]

(1) List of helping resources and websites

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

By the end of this session, youth participants will be able to…

(1) List people and resources that could be used to get feedback on
dating relationships

ACTIVITY 1: Check in & answers (5 minutes)
Each student checks in with their name and anything they might like to add as a 
hello. Facilitators reply to any questions asked last time.

ACTIVITY 2: What are warning signs a relationship might be 
turning abusive, or someone is becoming controlling? 
(15 minutes)

it gets our attention so we know to think more carefully about someone and how 
they are treating us. Facilitator can read or otherwise share these warning signs 
and ask the group what questions they have about them.

Warning signs behaviors:

■ Doesn’t ask you what you want to do; makes all the decisions

■ Says things that make you feel insecure

■ Doesn’t seem to notice when you are feeling sad, shy or nervous

■ Is sarcastic about things you say

■ Makes fun of you in a way that hurts your feelings and isn’t funny

■ Shoves you in a way that is supposed to be playful, but is not OK

■ Makes you pay for everything, never pays for you

SESSION 6: 

© 2019
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■ Assumes you are free all the time or whenever they want

■ Calls you names as a joke, but it’s borderline hurtful or hurtful

■ Is very negative about other people (that is, is always complaining about or saying negative
things about other people)

■ Has a history of being in violent, abusive or otherwise unhealthy dating relationships (i.e., hit
someone in their past relationship)

■ Engages in delinquent/criminal activity; has criminal record

■ Often in trouble at school; suspension, expulsion, detention, etc.

■ Has witnessed or experienced abuse or violence at home

■
a hobby, but this is more than a hobby]

■ Tries to assault or attack you inside an online game in a way that is not usual or seems
aggressive to you

■ Has a history of hitting people; siblings, friends, peers, dating partners

■ Talks about hurting themselves or wanting to die

■ Has an unhealthy relationship with alcohol, marijuana or other drugs

■ Drives a car in a way that scares you

■ Yells at other drivers on the road; has road rage

■ Is cruel to animals or pets

■ Doesn’t take medication that they are supposed to take as prescribed

■ Brags about being able to make other people do what they want

■
but it is a concern if someone makes it clear that part of their identity is that have disregard
for social conventions entirely because it signals they also may not regard laws as applying
to them; could also be narcissistic]

■

■ Says that they can’t stand other people except for you

■ Has friends who are violent, aggressive, uncaring

■

■ Interrupts you in conversation repeatedly, without apologizing or seems not to notice

■ Always chooses what you will eat, what movie you watch, what game you will play

© 2019
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ACTIVITY 3:  Who can you go to for advice during a dating relationship? 
(20 minutes)

Facilitator explains that everybody needs advice before, during and after romantic relationships. 
There isn’t a person alive, not from the most famous movie star to your Mom/Dad/guardian 
who hasn’t needed a friend or other person to talk to about their relationships as they unfold.  
You should not begin dating until you have a sounding board of at least 2 people you trust that 
you could ask for advice when you have questions about what to do in a relationship or how 
someone is treating you. Note that not everyone can go to their parents, and not everyone has 
friends—both are OK. 

Question: For each one of these, (a) WOULD you talk to someone for help? And (b) Who
would you talk to? 

(1) If someone you have a crush on starts ignoring you.

(2) If someone you are dating hits or shoves you.

(3) If someone touched you sexually and you didn’t like it.

(4) If someone asked you for money and you were not sure it was legit.

Many teens are likely to turn to a friend or someone their own age when they have 
questions about something going on in a dating relationship or with someone that 
they like. But there are certain times when going to an adult is probably a bet-
ter idea, because peers may not have the requisite experience to advise you well.   
Note: Not everyone can go to a parent safely.  

Discussion: How do you know if your parents and/or therapist are a safe person to go to for
relationship advice?  What makes you feel like they are not or may not be, if you feel that way?

ACTIVITY 4: How can you help a friend?  (10 minutes)
Facilitators review the suggestions 
from Break the Cycle on the 
handout to the left.
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ACTIVITY 5: Share these resources (5 minutes)
(1) Scarlateen: http://www.scarleteen.com/

(2) Love Is Not Abuse: https://www.breakthecycle.org/loveisnotabuse

(3) One Love: https://www.joinonelove.org/

(4) Planned Parenthood: https://www.plannedparenthood.org/

(5) Taco about it Tuesday episodes from Break the Cycle: https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PLwlyLuYvX77CSNMhntpLw_JcCJwt81Wga

Closing Check Out (5 minutes)

Ask students if they have any suggestions about the class to make improvements for next time.

Teen Dating Abuse Helpline: 1-866-331-9474

National Sexual Assault Hotline: 1-800-656-4673

Trevor Lifeline (for LGBTQ* youth): 1-866-488-7386

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255

National Runaway Safeline: 1-800-786-2929

National Domestic Violence Hotline - 1-800-799-7233

National Hotline for Crime Victims: 1-855-484-2846

National Street Harassment Hotline: 1-855-897-5910
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